
- Selectable dual band operation - 5 GHz or 2.4 GHz
- Fits in your pocket or briefcase for users on the go
- Easy setup and configuration with WPS support
- Perfect for use with smartphones and tablet devices 
- Bus-powered for ultimate portability

Features

WMR-433-BK
AC433 Wireless Travel Router

Create a personal Wi-Fi hotspot

- Save on hotel Wi-Fi fees by connecting multiple devices to your own 
  Wi-Fi network
- Set up a personal Wi-Fi hotspot
- 11ac connectivity for transfer speeds up to 433 Mbps
- 11n support with speeds up 150 Mbps

Buffalo's AirStation™ AC433 Wireless Travel Router WMR-433-BK is a compact 
solution that allows users to set up a personal, high-speed wireless network 
wherever they go. Ideal for business and personal travel, WMR-433-BK shares 
wired and wireless connections, offering selectable dual band operation. Easily 
connect your favorite Wi-Fi devices, such as tablets, smartphones and game 
consoles to a secure, personal Wi-Fi network anytime on-the-go.

Avoid paying extra on hotel Wi-Fi connection fees by sharing a private wireless network or Wi-Fi hotspot with multiple wireless devices at one time.

Use AirStation™ AC433 Travel Router to create a private Wi-Fi hotspot using an existing 
wireless connection, and share it with multiple wireless devices at one time.

With WPS support and simple configuration, users can set up and secure a personal Wi-Fi network in minutes using the step-by-step quick setup 
guide.

Easy setup and configuration with WPS support

Save money on per-device Wi-Fi connection fees

Fast 802.11ac
AirStation™ AC433 Travel Router features high-speed 802.11ac connectivity, for speeds 
up to 433 Mbps.

Selectable dual band connectivity
Convenient selectable dual band operation lets you choose between low interference 11ac 
networking on the 5 GHz or the more common 11n on the 2.4 GHz band for greater flexibility 
and compatibility.
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Specifications

Standard Compliance IEEE802.11ac , IEEE802.11n/a/g/b

Security WPA2-PSK (AES), WPA-PSK (AES), WPA2 mixed PSK(AES), WEP (128/64bit)

Internal 1x1

Not Support

Standard Compliance IEEE802.3/3u
Speed and Flow Control Internet: 10/100 Mbps (Auto Sensing)
Number of Ports Internet: 1 x RJ-45 (Auto MDIX)

OS Support Windows® 8.1/8 (32/64bit), 7 (32/64bit), Vista (32/64bit), XP SP3
Mac OS® X 10.9, 10.8, 10.7, 10.6, 10.5
Android 2.2- , iOS 5-

Power Consumption 2.5W (MAX)

Dimensions (LxWxH, mm)

Weight

Operating Environment

Power Supply

Warranty

45 x 15 x 45 mm

19g

0-40°C, 10-85% (non-condensing)

DC 5V (Micro USB Powered)

1-year

Wireless Interface

Others

AirStation WMR-433
USB cable
Quick Setup Guide
Warranty Statement

Package Contents

Wired Interface

 AC433 Wireless Travel Router

WMR-433-BK

Max. 433Mbps(IEEE802.11ac)
Max. 150Mbps(IEEE802.11n)
Max. 54Mbps(IEEE802.11a/g)
Max. 11Mbps(IEEE802.11b)

Transfer Rates

Antenna

WPS

Ultimate portability

USB Bus-powered

Key Feature

WDS

45

45

15

Units:mm


